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FAN-tastic S | FAN-tastic XL
The SquareLED FAN-tastic provides unseen effects. 

The innovative combination of an industrial fan and LED light effects 
allows spectacular programming and amazing stage designs.
The effect of the fan does not have the strength of a windmachine 
even at full power and can therefore easily be built up into large walls 
behind the artists, without causing unpleasant wind effects.
The LED lighting in the inner part of the fan can be controlled inde-
pendently from the external LED light frame - the rotor blades can 
also be switched on or off separately. Price per piece - sold only as a 
pair in double flightcase.

FAN-tastic S | Code 18611

  FAN-tastic S: 116 pieces 5x5 LEDs  FAN-tastic S: AC90~240 V, 50~60 Hz,100W

 FAN-tastic S: 400 x 400 x 160 mm  FAN-tastic S: 10 kg (Brutto: 11kg)
 

FAN-tastic XL | Code 18610

  FAN-tastic XL: 160 pieces 5x5 LEDs  FAN-tastic XL: AC90~240 V, 50~60 Hz, 120W

 FAN-tastic XL: 1000 x1000 x180 mm  FAN-tastic XL: 45 kg (Brutto: 48 kg)

 » Control channel: 5/10 DMX 512 channels
 »  Control mode: DMX512, master/slave, sound control and  

auto Device rotation: high-speed mute motor, device
 »  running noise is in line with any places. Motor running with 

anticlockwise rotation, DMX off-line power for restoring and 
maintaining the position, accidental accident can automatically 
unlock correction, with a strong enough anti-interference ability.

 » Strobe: the frequency up to 18 times per second
 »  Fan effect: using five groups of blades, 8 groups of full-color 

LED changing, coupled with LED brightness rotation with very 
shocked effects

 »  Device face effect: using eight groups of LED light bar composed 
of color changes, with outstanding effect

 »  Combination: can be combined into overlapping screen mode 
to form a group of whirlwind screen, behind the device with 
fast easy to buckle lock

 »  both ends with a hand-held handle, easy to move
 »  Power interface: Powercon IN/OUT
 »  Signal interface: 3pol DMX IN/OUT / 5pol DMX IN/OUT
 »  Signal transmission: international DMX 512 signal
 »  Sheet metal design: high quality aluminum and thick iron
 »  Design: using streamlined ABS flame retardant engineering 

plastics and high strength alloy cold forming core material


